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Poly grad suspended from shuttle mission
By Tina M. Ramos
stall Writer
Two shuttle crew commanders, one of
whom is a Cal Poly alumnus, were remov
ed Monday from flight assignments for
violating NASA operations guidelines.
Robert L. “Hoot” Gibson, a 1969
aeronautical engineering graduate of Cal
Poly, and David M. Walker have been
with NASA since 1978. They were both
picked in the first shuttle astronaut selec
tion and are very well-trained in their
fie ld s , said J e ffr e y C a rr, NASA
spokesman.
Gibson, 43, who spoke at Cal Poly’s
commencement in June 1984, was remov
ed from his post for his participation in a
civilian airplane race in Texas last
weekend. His stunt plane collided with

(obert "Hoot" Gibson

another plane, resulting in the death of the
other pilot, said flight crew operations
director, Donald R. Puddy, in a memo
released by NASA.
Gibson, a Navy commander, was set to
command a Discovery shuttle mission in
December 1991. NASA will name Gibson’s
replacement at a later date, Carr said.
Gibson also was removed from his post
as a jet flight trainer for one year for vio
lating a policy that restricts high-risk,
recreational activities for astronauts
named to flight crews, Carr said.
‘The policy defines high risk activities
as those which involve exposure to m ^or
or fatal injury,” Puddy said. “The race
was a clear violation of the policy.”
Carr said no astronaut ever has been
removed from shuttle flight operations for
disciplinary reasons.

The existence of the policy is simply to
preserve flight crews as there are not
enough people to serve as backups, he
said.
Gibson piloted a Challenger mission in
1984 and commanded the 1986 Columbia
and 1988 Atlantis missions.
Walker, 46, was suspended from jet
plane flight status for 60 days for vio
lating aircraft operating guidelines, Carr
said. One violation involved flying a plane
within 100 feet of a Pam-Am jetliner,
which almost caused a mid-air collision
outside of Washington D.C. last year.
Carr said the suspension of Walker’s
flight status was the reason for his
removal from a military shuttle mission.
“Without the time in the air flying.
Walker cannot properly train for a shuttle
See GIBSON, page 5

Supervisors vote to
extend emergency
building moratorium
By Katie Cooper
StaH Wfitar
The County Board of Super
visors voted 4-1 to continue the
existing building moratorium at
its meeting Tuesday, in spite of
the vocal opposition o f several
members of the audience.
T h e in te r im e m e r g e n c y
moratorium ordinance passed by
the board this week is a con
tin u a tio n o f the e x is t in g
moratorium. I h e continuance
allows the supervisors 45 days, if
there are no extensions, to come
up with a plan for growth
management in San Luis Obispo
County. Supervisor Harry Ovitt
cast the lone dissenting vote on
the issue.
The board and representatives
from the San Luis Obispo Coun
ty Department o f Planning and
Building addressed several hun
dred people at the Veterans Hall
on Grand Avenue in San Luis
Obispo and explained the present
situation to the crowd.
There are 1,800 to 2,000 ap
plications for building and sub
division p erm its th at are
awaiting processing by the
Planning Department, according
to Alex Hinds, director o f the
Department o f Planning and
Building for San Luis Obispo
County.
In his presentation to the
board. Hinds said, “San Luis
Obispo County lias been one of
the faster growing counties of

the state.”
Since July 1989, the Planning
Department has received about
5,000 applications for building or
subdivision permits, he said.
This represents a 111 percent
annual in cre a se from the
previous year.
If the moratorium had not
passed, existing applications for
building permits would have
been processed, and new applica
tions would have been taken on a
first-come, first-served basis, ac
cording to the presentation by
the Planning and Building
Department.
Meanwhile, the extension of
the ordinance means more
waiting for San Luis Obispo
County residents who have ap
plications on file at the Planning
Department.
About 50 people asked to
speak to the board in public tes
timony that was allowed after
the Planning Department’s pres
entation. A majority o f these
people were from the unicorporated areas o f the county
where the ordinance has hit the
hardest. Landowners, many who
have been waiting eight months
to a year for building permits,
aired their frustration at the
board.
Nancy Stober, a member o f the
Paso Robles Board o f Relators,
received tremendous support
from the crowd after she told tho
board members they were changSee GROWTH, page 12
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Vtadlmir Smlmoft, one of the vMUng Sovleto, eleans a ratting In Mlaalon Plaaa Monday morning.

Soviets, conservation corps
unite for exchange program
By Tina M. Ramott
StoSWlrlaf______________________________

Seven Soviet d tiien a are in
San Luis Obispo this month
working alongside California
Conservation Corps crews as
part of an international ex
change between the Soviet

Buddy, can you spare
some water?
The City Council just increased our
water rates by nearly 60 percent. Find
out why they did it and what kind of
effect it will have on the average
consumer.

Union and United States.
“By engaging Soviet and
American youth on local con
servation projects, we are not
only improving the quality of
the global environment, we are
also showing that the two
superpowers can work together
for the common good,” said

Tim Rochte, CCC district
director.
Rochte and Valentin Bon
darenko, who works with the
Committee of Youth Organiza
tion of the USSR, organized
the monthlong exchange o f 19
S o v ie ts, w ho have been
See SOVIETS, page 12

A day in the sun...
Sun Luis, Cal Poly’s student-built, sunpowered car, is currently racing from
Florida to Michigan in the nation’s
largest solar-powered car race. Read
about how our fellow students are
doing in their quest for victory.

Opinion
Reporter’s Notebook

B oard m ust solve
grow th issue soon
As attitudes in this county continue to heat up like summer
temperatures concerning the growth control issue, the Board of
Supervisors should be commended — but only half-heartedly —
for passing the interim emergency moratorium ordinance on
Tuesday.
The board made a wise decision not to bow to enormous
pressure put on by citizens who have been waiting for their
building permits to be processed. A fair and sensible growth
management plan must 1^ found and put in place to ensure that
growth will not overburden the county’s resources. It is essential
that this be done before any one of the thousands of waiting
permits can be approved so that the county will not start grow
ing in some haphazard fashion that could prove detrimental in
the future.
The board should be criticized, however, for having to keep the
citizens and their permits in limbo in the first place. The board’s
failure to continue a previous moratorium last December opened
up a window for citizens to flood the county’s Planning Depart
ment with last-minute applications. The board soon realized the
opening was a mistake and closed it several months later, trapp
ing thousands of permit applications. In that sense, the citizens
do have a right to be angry and frustrated.
Earlier this year, the board had a golden opportunity to resolve
the issue. The County Blue Ribbon Committee on Growth
Management gave the board a set of recommendations that
basically satisfied all parties and would have provided a good
blueprint for managing future growth.
But the board acted on only two of the recommendations, leav
ing major issues such the growth rate and the subdividing of
rural land up in the air.
These and other issues eluded resolution in the June election,
when the citizens got caught between two growth management
initiatives that made failed to make anyone really happy and
thus shot them both down.
Now the problem of what to do about the unresolved growth
issues is falling on the members of the board. Supervisors Bill
Coy and David Blakely recently have made proposals concerning
growth rates, affordable housing and a cap on subdivisions, but
they advised that the board should not make a permanent deci
sion on growth management until various studies are completed
next spring.
Frankly, the citizens of this county should not have to wait
that long. The issue has been examined long enough so that a
plan should come together before the moratorium’s extension
expires on Aug. 24.
It is not fair that this county must wait another year for a
solution to a problem that should have been solved years ago.

CORRECTIONS
In the July 5 article on faculty and staff receiving emeritus
status, an error was added to the story during editing. A total of
seven people received emeritus recognition in 1990 and James
Emmel was awarded emeritus status in 1988.
In the article on Nelson Mandela in the same issue, the story
should have stated Mandela was released from prison last Feb
ruary.
Summer Mustang regrets these errors.
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Poly parents have need for child care
licensees with openings.
Lnurie, a 26-year-old animal
Parents who call for a referral,
science major, wants to be a
veterinarian. Sitting in class, she
either full- or part-time, will be
tries to be attentive as her pro
asked about their specific needs
fessor lectures on animal nutri
and should be prepared to tell a
tion. Laurie’s 3-year-old daugh
worker where they want their
ter, Shannon, cried unusually
daycare located (many parents
hard when Laurie left her at the
like their arrangements to be
close to campus), the hours for
sitter’s that morning.
which care is needed and the ages
Because Shannon has never
of their children.
been that upset before, Laurie is
Once a parent finds a provider
worried and consequently cannot
who is suitable — one who works
give her studies the attention
around crazy class schedules,
they need.
By Deborah Holley
For stu d e n ts who have
who loves the kids and they love
children, it is necessary to find
her — the CCRC suggests that
reliable child care in order to attend class faithful the parent be considerate of the provider.
Parents should let their provider know their
ly and to pay attention during class.
Although there is a day care facility at Cal Poly, schedules, including travel time to and from
a long waiting list demonstrates that many stu school, class times, lab and library times, finals
dent parents need to seek off-campus private or dates, vacation and school holidays, and when the
public child care.
quarter ends. Parents who are going to be late
Evelyn Ruehr of Cal P o l/s Children’s Center should call. The care giver should be paid prompt
said the center is currently licensed to accommo ly. Parents should provide plenty of nutritious food
date 46 children of students and faculty. A new for their child.
site is expected to be completed by fall of 1991
Silva said some providers have a contract with
which will accommodate 132 children.
the parents that states that children will be enroll
However, Ruehr said parents who call the center ed in their care for certain time periods, so that
now are being told there are no plans for increased parents pay whether the child shows up or not. If a
enrollment at the current site.
care giver cannot depend on the income, she loses
So where does a student parent begin a search money. Providing child care is not a favor tree, it’s
for quality, reliable child care? To start, a local a big job, and parents should respect this by show
agency suggests checking with friends, relatives or ing up.
neighbors for leads, searching the classifieds,
CRCC provides a course foi those interested in
yellow pages and community bulletin boards.
becoming child care providers. The course prepares
Students, who usually need part-time care for pK)tential care givers for such aspects o f childcare
their children, may need the services of a licensed as safety, licensing, record-keeping, and making
day care home or center-based care.
contracts with parents.
Kathy Silva, of the Child Care Resource Center
Kirk said that it is a g(X)d idea for student
(CCRC) in San Luis Obispo, said that licensees parents to write down their class schedules and
must meet state-mandated regulations with regard campus locations along with department phone
to health and safety. A day care home may ac numbers for providers in case o f an emergency.
commodate up to six or up to 12 children depen
Here are a few questions to ask potential pro
ding on the license. A day care center, on the other viders: What am I responsible for bringing? What
hand, provides care for a number of children in a activities are planned for my child? What are the
group setting with at least one teacher for every 12 fees and when are they due? What is the provider’s
children.
discipline philosophy?
Occasional site visits by the state licensing
These and other checklist questions are available
agency are made to assure compliance, Silva said.
in a brochure, “Shopping for Child Care,” available
Anna Kirk, a licensed provider in San Luis from CCRC. For infbrmation on child care referral,
Obispo, said that most providers want full-time brochures and also programs offered to low-income
children. Kirk accepts “drop-ins," but said many parents, call CCRC at 544-4355.
providers rely on income from full-timers and may
Peace of mind during class time can help student
only take one or two part-time children, if any.
parents “make the grade."
Parents looking for care can be assisted by using
CCRC’s referral service that provides parents with Deborah Holley is a journalism junior. This is her
nam es and phone n u m b ers o f cu rre n t first quarter writing for the Mustang.

Ban on smoking
irritates reader
Listen up, sports fans. We all
know (hopefully) that smoking is
a filthy, dangerous habit. It’s a
crying shame that anyone who
hangs out in nightclubs, bars and
honky-tonks has to be exposed to
such a foul vice. After all, those
individuals only came to drink
and dance the h(X)chie-c(K)chie.
Why should these poor victims of
social Darwinism be subjected to
second-hand smoke as well?
Not to worry, the city mom
mies and daddies of SLO have
saved you from yourselves once

again.
Soon it will be against the law
to smoke in a public place.
However, I suspect this is one of
those laws that creates more
problems than it solves. Here’s
why I feel that way.
Smokers are not going to quit
just because the San Luis Obispo
City Council knows what’s best
for them. They’re going to be out
in front of their favorite bistros
having a smoke — with the true
hardcore extroverts trying to
outdo each other to draw atten
tion to themselves, and not
always in a positive manner.
What do you think will happen
next?
College students shouldn’t

need me to spell out the
possibilities of this situation.
Ilowever, tho.se clamoring-forattontion, low-down rounders
should lx‘ aware of one “fact of
life."
When the police arrive, they
ore not known for being as
open-minded and understanding
as mom and dad. They’re there
to keep the peace — and will do
so in a New York second. Won’t
it be fun to read all about it in
the local daily paper?
Let’s just hope that no Cal Po
ly students end up on the front
page.
Don Lam pson
Journalism
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Former Poly graduate student
on trial for child molestation
By Kim Jarrard
StaH WrHar

The trial involving a former
Cal Poly graduate student ac
cused of sexually molesting his
stepdaughter began Tuesday in
Superior Court in San Luis
Obispo.
Peter Joseph Favre was a
graduate student in counseling in
Cal Poly’s education department
in 1985 when he was arrested on
suspicion of molesting his 4year-old stepdaughter, said pro
secu tin g a tto rn e y S tephen
Trauth during opening argu
ments Tuesday.

child endangerment in 1986.
Hodges agreed to plead guilty
to the charge as a result of a
plea-bargain with the District
Attorney’s office. She also
agreed to testify in Favre’s trial
and to attend regular counseling
sessions with her daughter.
Hodges was married to Favre
for two years until their divorce
in 1986.
Favre was charged with seven
felony counts of child molesta
tion, including four counts of
lewd or lascivious acts with a
child under 14, one count o f oral
copulation, one count of sexual
penetration and one count of
sodomy.

Favre was studying for a
master’s of science degree in
counseling, which prepares stu
dents for careers in such clinical
work as private counseling and
social work. He is not currently
enrolled at the university, accor
ding to a R ecord s O ffice
employee.
Favre’s trial was originally
scheduled for April 1986, but he
jumped bail and left the country
before the trial began, Trauth
said.

These events supposedly took
place in early 1985 at the
Cayucos home of Favre and
Hodges, Trauth said during his
opening statement.
The victim’s preschool teacher
first suspected the child was be
ing sexual molested in 1985.
“ It became obvious (to the
teacher) this child was preoc
cupied with sexual activity,”
Trauth said.

Favre was later found in the
Netherlands by District At
to rn e y I n v e s t ig a t o r C h ris
Rodgers in April 1990, Trauth
said. A separate trial for the
bail-jumping charges will be held
when the child molestation trial
has concluded.
The victim’s mother, Joan
Arlette Hodges, was also ar
rested in 1985 on suspicion of
child molestation, but she later
pled guilty to a felony charge of

Disclosures o f sexual molesta
tion to the preschool teacher by
the victim led to an investigation
by the Child Protective Services
and later to the arrests o f Favre
and Hodges, Trauth said.
Defense attorney Jere Sullivan
Jr. chose not to make an opening
statement after Trauth com
pleted his remarks. Sullivan in
stead will make his opening
statement after testimony for the
prosecution is heard.

After opening statements were
made by Trauth, testimony was
heard from two witnesses. The
first witness was Dr. Laura
Slaughter, medical director of
Suspected Abuse Response Team
at General Hospital in San Luis
Obispo. Dr. Slaughter performed
a physical examination on the
victim in 1985.
The second witness Tuesday
was Hodges, who testified, “He
(Favre) would try to make me
think he knew more about raising
children than me.”
Hodges also testified that
Favre would hit her daughter
with a wooden spoon and take
her into the bedroom and close
the door to discipline her.
Hodges was enrolled in the
same graduate counseling pro
gram at Cal Poly as Favre in
1985, Trauth said during opening
arguments. Hodges then re
enrolled in the graduate program
in business administration at Cal
Poly and completed her degree in
1987, Trauth said.
Both Trauth and Sullivan
refused to comment on the trial.
Harry Busselen, dean of the
School of Professional Studies
and Education, said he does not
remember Favre as there are
about 500 students in the educa
tion program at any one time.
‘The first indication I had
(about Favre’s arrest) was when I
read the local newspaper and
there he was,” Busselen said.
Favre’s name was not brought
to the attention o f the depart
ment during the time he was a
student, Busselen said, which
See TRIAL, page 8
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Council approves
water rate increase
despite opposition
By Bridget Meaney
stall Writar

As the scarcity of water in
creases, so now has the price of
water.
In spite of the vocal opposi
tion of many local residents,
the San Luis Obispo City
Council voted 4-1 on Tuesday
to increase water rates by 59.5
percent.
Mayor Ron Dunin was the
only dissenting vote.
The average customer will be
required to pay anywhere from
$46 to $52 every two months
beginning Aug. 1, said San
Luis Obispo Finance Director
Bill Statler.
He also said the rate increase
will cost the average customer
an additional $4 to $7 a month
for water.
According to a City Council
fact sheet, the rate increase
was brought about by the in
creasing cost of bringing water
to San Luis Obispo.
Existing rates do not cover
th e c o s t o f d e v e lo p in g
groundwater resources and
pumping water, which is
estimated to cost about $4
million. This cost is supposed
to be covered by this new in
crease.
The City Council follows a
policy that water operations be
run on a business-like basis in

which revenues from water
rates are used to pay for water
costs only, said Jerry Reiss,
vice-mayor of San Luis Obispo.
‘The cost of providing water
in this city costs more and
more,” said Councilmember
Penny R appa. “ I t ’ s lik e
gasoline. It’s more expensive
than a few years ago.”
R esidents o f San Luis
Obispo came forward to show
their opposition to the rate in
crease.
“We can’t afford any more
increases,” said Anita Rogers,
a single-mother who is on a
fixed income. “I’m not alone in
this issue — there are the
elderly and the single mothers.
It is really a problem.”
“We withstood a 25 percent
in cre a s e and c u t b a c k s ,’ ’
Rogers said. “W e’ve gone
about as far as we can go.
Where is it going to end?”
Charles Long, a San Luis
Obispo resident, said, “The
business community is sick
and tired of cutback after cut
back.”
Reiss said he understood
how difficult the passage o f the
rate increase was.
“ Nobody likes to raise
rates,” he said. “One reason is
that a lot of the rates have
fallen way behind. I feel I’ve
been caught by some o f the
failures of not raising rates.”

2^2^ Copies.
Your chance to
make millions.
The one of a Kind Copy Sale.
July 16-22.

Black and white, 8 1/2x11, autofed copiers on 20# bond,
for only 2 1/2^ each. Need we say less?
Downtown
Cal Poly
543-3363
543-0771
9 7 3 Foothill
Open 24 Hours!

kinko's

the copy center

8 9 4 Monterey
(Monterey ^ Morro)
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Sketch of assault
suspect released
By Steve Jones
Managing Editor

San Luis Obispo Police have
just released a composite
drawing of the suspect in an
attempted sexual assault of a
Cal Poly student.
On June 16 at about 1 a.m.,
the suspect allegedly entered
the 2 2 -y e a r -o ld v ic t im ’ s
downtown apartment through
an unlocked door and attacked
her while she was showering.
With the help of her roommate,
the victim fought off the at
tacker. The suspect was then
chased away by neighbors.
Detective Mike Brennler, the
investigating officer on the
case, said the police have no
leads, other than the suspect’s
physical description and that
of his vehicle, a white mid- to
full-sized pickup truck.
“We are seeking the public’s
help,” Brennler said. “Maybe
someone will recognize the
suspect or associate him with
the information about his
truck.”
The suspect is described as
having a dark complexion and
may possibly be of Hispanic or
middle eastern descent. He is
said to be in his mid-20s, be-

tween 5 feet 6 inches and 5 feet
8 inches tall, with medium to
heavy build, short dark hair
and dark eyes. The suspect is
also said to have a black mole
on his back.
Based on the description,
Brennler said the suspect could
be student.
“It is a distinct possibility
because he was described as
being college-aged,” he said.
Anyone with any informa
tion is encouraged to call
Crime Stoppers at 543-STOP.
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Cal Poly President Warren Baker poses In Sun Luis, the student-built, sun-powered car.

Sun Luis competes in country’s
largest solar-powered car race
By Molly Cox
SlafI Wrilar

Cal P o ly ’s stu d e n t-b u ilt,
solar-powered automobile, Sun
Luis, currently is competing in
the largest sun-powered car race
ever held in the United States —
the General Motors Sunrayce
USA.
The 11-day race began on
Monday at Walt Disney World in
Florida and will end next 'Thurs
day at the General Motors
Technical Center in Warren,
Mich., a suburb of Detroit. The
cars will cover more than 1,600
miles of secondary roads running
through eight states.
The creation of Cal Pol3f’s Sun
Luis began in January 1989 with
the finishing touches being com
pleted just last week.
The three-wheeled car weighs

about 650 pounds, is 6 meters
long and about 3 feet tall.
“Sun Luis is powered by 3,000
solar cells that convert sunlight
into e le ctricity ,” Cal Poly
spokesman Bob Anderson said
'Ikiesday from San Luis Obispo.
‘The sunlight can power the car
directly or can be stored in the
123-pound battery."
There are 46 students and six
faculty advisors who have helped
with the project. Seventeen team
m em bers and D r. S a fw a t
M o u s t a fa o f Cal P o l y ’ s
mechanical engineering depart
ment are all in Florida for the
race.
Sun Luis is competing against
solor-powered cars from 31 other
universities. Other California
schools in the race are Cal Poly
Pomona, Cal State Los Angeles,
Cal State Northridge and Stan

ford University.
General Motors will sponsor
the top three winners of this race
in the upcoming 1,900 mile
World Solar Challenge, which
begins Nov. 11 in Australia.
In Sunrayce USA, each day
there is a starting point and
stopping point for the cars. 7 lie
cars will travel more than 160
miles on a typical racing day,
which usually lasts from 9 a.m.
to 6:30 p.m.
On 'Tuesday, teams raced 192
miles. At the end o f this second
day of Sunrayce, University of
Maryland was in first place with
a cumulative time o f nine hours
and 59 minutes and Cal Poly was
12th with a time of 14 hours and
55 m in u te s , a c c o r d i n g to
S u n r a y c e s p o k e s m a n Ken
Mammo.
See SUN LUIS, page 5
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Disabled students group honors a Poly VP
By Marie Byrne
staff Writer

Disabled Students Unlimited
last month named Cal Poly’s vice
president for Student Affairs as
its choice for Faculty/Staff Per
son of the Year.
The Cal Poly social club com
mended Hazel Scott for her sup
port of programs and activities
r e la t e d to s t u d e n t s with
disabilities.
Scott oversees Disabled Stu
dent Services, which is part of
the Student Affairs division and
runs Disabled Students Unlimi
ted.
She also sits on the California
State University Chancellor’s
committee for dis^led students.
Scott said she was honored and
surprised to receive the recoginition from Disabled Students Un
limited.
“I felt very honored that the
s tu d e n ts r e c o g n iz e d the
endeavors I’ve put forth,” she
said.

Sun Luis is designed to cruise
at 35 miles per hour and reach a
speed of 55 mph. The driver sits
in a narrow, aerodynamic shell
just in front of the solar panel.
Susan Jensen, mother of Cal
Poly team member Brian Jensen,
said that her son telephoned
after the first day of the race
saying that the team was having
trouble stabilizing the back of
the car at 50 mph.

Mustang Fila Photo

Hazel Scott participated In Disabled Students Awareness Day last February.

Stall Wrll«r

Central Coast Area 'Transit
added a new bus route last week
to help reduce summer traffic to
Avila Beach, according to a San
Luis Obispo County engineer.
The bus route to Avila will run
for a six-month trial period, said
Richard Randise, transit system
coordinator. But if the service is
not successful, it may be cut
sooner than six months.
The transit company is not
relying on tourists to fill the
buses this summer, Randise said.

The bus route is geared toward
students and locals who may not
have a car to get to Avila Beach
and toward those who do not
want to look for parking, which
is difficult during the summer.
Randise said, however, that
one of the route’s main problems
is that not many people know
about its existence. The transit
company has posted flyers in
Port San Luis Obispo and also
has d i s t r ib u te d s c h e d u le s
downtown.
‘There was not a long lead
time with a lot of hype for this
route,” Randise said.

He added that it is only the
first week the route has been in
operation, and he said he hopes
ridership will increase through
word o f mouth, and by people
seeing the bus.
Chris Chandler, manager of the
Custom House in Avila Beach,
said he did not know about the
bus until he saw it driving
around the beach last week.
Chandler said the bus company
needs to get the word out aibout
the new bus service.
“It (the bus) looked pretty
empty,” he said.
See AVILA, page 10

GIBSON
From page 1
mission,” Carr said.
Walker was to have served as
crew commander on a March
1991 mission, Carr said. He will
be replaced by Air Force Col.
Frederick D. Gregory.
Both men will become eligible
for shuttle crew assignments

following reinstatement to flight
status, Carr said. Whether or not
they get reassigned to another
shuttle flight is up to each man
and NASA management. It will
take time to prove to the
management that they are eligi
ble and worthy of taking on any
shuttle assignments in the

future.
In a formal statement released
by NASA, chief astronaut Daniel
Brandestein called the actions
unfortunate but in the best in
terest for NASA.
‘These policies are vitally im
portant and are to be taken
seriously,” Brandestein said.

STUDENTS WANT PERKS
FOR THEIR MONEY!
VVVVV-

Cal Poly Shuttle neave* twice per hour)
Heated Swimming Pool
Weight Room
Tennis Court
Basketball Court

VVVV-

Study Room with Computers
Laundry Facilities
Next to Lucky Shopping Center
Re-Furnished Apartments

Today is the fourth day of the
race. The cars will be traveling
186 miles from Montgomery,
Ala. to Haleyville, Ala., Mammo
said. Rain is forcast for tliat
area, which may create problems
with charging the cars’ solar
energy cells.
ESPN and CNN are both
covering the event, as well as
National Geographic magazine.
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Bus route makes beach more accessible
By Katie Cooper

su n l u is
From page 4
Anderson said that the Cal Po
ly team is spending most of its
nights at campgrounds.

“I am sensitive to and familiar
with issues related to disabled
students.”
Scott said that the Disabled
Student Seiwices staff is “very
dedicated and works very hard to
maximize the small resources we
have. As more and more disabled
students enroll at Cal Poly, we
have to stretch our resources.”
Although there are certain
funds that are reserved only for
use by disabled student pro
grams, Scott said they could
always use additional funds for
things such as hiring new
readers.
Readers are people who read
textbooks onto cassettes so that
students who have difficulty
reading, including those who are
blind or dyslexic, can “listen” to
their textbooks.
Rick Best, last year’s president
of Disabled Students Unlimited,
commended Scott for her support
See SCOTT, page 6
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House approves funding for
Morro Bay dredging projects
By Anthony Moir
stall Wfilef_________________________________

A bill providing up to $3
million for improvement of the
Morro Bay harbor entrance
and almost $21 billion for pro
jects natiowide passed June
19 in the House of Repre
sentatives by a vote of 355-59.
The bill, requested by San
Luis Obispo County’s Rep.
Leon Panetta, will provide
$270,000 to study ways to
make the harbor entrance
safer. The bill also will give
$1.8 million toward im 
plementing a plan based on
the study if the Army Corps
of Engineers deems it feasible.
Teams of engineers have
studied ways to make the
harbor entrance safer since
the early 1970s, said Nick
Nichols, director of Public
Works for Morro Bay, but no
actions have been taken so
far.
‘The whole thing (the issue
of making the harbor entrance
safer) probably came to a head
in 1987, when local fisherman
A1 French’s boat overturned
and he was killed,” Nichols
said.
Because of the low depth of
the harbor entrance ol‘ 25 feet,
wave energy in the ocean
causes dangerous waves to

break at the entrance, Nichols
said.
The current study would
call for the entrance to be
dredged to a depth of 40 feet
for a distance of 600 feet out
side of the entrance, allowing
the dangerous waves to break
up on the beach instead of at
the harbor entrance.
The harbor entrance was
closed 50 days last year due to
dangerous conditions, Nichols
said. This new depth, accor
ding to the Army Corps of
Engineers, only would close
the entrance about two days
out of the year.
“The feasibility study is
almost completed,” Nichols
said. “ It will take approxi
mately iVi years for planning,
estimate and design and six
months to make the opening.”
The bill also provides about
$1 million for maintenance
dredging of the harbor, which
is scheduled to begin this
Se ptember. M ai n te n an c e
dredging takes two to three
months and is done every
three to five years. The last
time the harbor was dredged
was in 1985.
Each year, 125,000 cubic
yards of sand flows into the
channel as a result o f the cur
rent.

With the dredge, 400,000 to
500,000 cubic yards of sand
will be scooped up and taken
three miles out into the ocean.
The depth of the inside chan
nel will be lowered to 16 feet
and to 12 feet from the public
boat ramp to the Morro Bay
Museum.
Special environmental con
siderations were taken into
account, Nichols said. The
dredging had take place when
the peregrin falcon was not
breeding. Sea otters are not
effected very much by the
dredging, he said.
“ The dredging actually
helps out the estuary,” said
Eileen Bowen, secretary for
Friends of the Estuary at
Morro Bay. ‘The dredging
improves the tidal flow in the
harbor and helps flush out the
estuary.”
The only concern of Friends
of the Estuary was that the
dumping of the sand three
miles out in the ocean possibly
wasn’t far enough, Bowen
said.
Barry Toiv, spokesman for
Panetta, said the bill will be
brought up for revisions in the
Senate later this year, before
the new fiscal year begins on
Oct. 1.

JO N ROOERS/Summtr Mustang

Current plans for Improving the Morro Bay harbor Include lowering the entrance
depth to 40 feet and the Inside channel depth to between 12 and 16 feat.

SCOTT

Contemporary Apparel at Extraordinary Prices

$10-$40

aware of many small barriers
that test physically handicapped
people on this campus.
“It made me really appreciate
the strength and ability it takes
to manuever on this campus.
Small inclines become mountains
and you notice the cracks in the
sidewalk,” Scott said.
“She (Scott) did a real good job
in the wheelchair,” Best said.
“She had to ask for help going
uphill, but I told her we all had
to do that once in a while.”

From page 5
du ri ng D i s a b l e d S t u d e n t s
Awareness Day last February.
“Every year we try to get a
person from the faculty or ad
ministration to spend the day in
a wheelchair. Dr. Scott was the
first person in administration to
doit,” Best said.
Scott spent one morning, part
of it attending a meeting, in a
wheelchair.
‘The experience was a real
eye-opener,” she said. “I became
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Tractor pull may not die with Poly Royal
Supporters refuse to
cancel the popular,
annual money-maker
By Kenn Easland
Sljff Writer

________

In spite of the cancellation of Poly
Royal, one Cal Poly school refuses to let
the event it traditionally sponsors die.
The tractor pull is coordinated by agri
cultural engineering students and has
been part of Poly Royal for the past 19
years.
“Agricultural engineering students and
professors did a lot of long-range planning.
Ilundreds of hours went into this year’s
tractor pull and open house,” said Mark
Zohns, an associate professor in the agri
cultural engineering department. “The
School of Agriculture wants to have their
own open house next year, even if the
university doesn’t.”
Ben Drake, tractor pull concessions The tractor pull, a Poly Royal tradition for 19 years, may continue despite the cancellation of the
manager, said the cancellation of Poly
Royal and, subsequently, the cancellation
Bermann said that originally, farm trac
The super-modified tractors raced today
of the tractor pull is a real loss for stu tors would pull a large skid-pan or walk-on l(X )k nothing like the stock farm tractors
dents, faculty and spectators.
sled down a track, and spectators stan because the tractors now used in profes
“This yeai^s tractor pull went really well ding along the sidelines would jump on.
sional pulling are machines with huge tires
for everyone,” he said Wednesday.
and nigh output engines that are actually
‘The tractor that pulled the sled with designed primarily for the tractor pull
The agricultural engineering department the people the farthest won the competi
events.
wants to have a tractor pull next year, but tion,” Bermann said.
the lack of visitors due to cancellation of
However, the objective has not changed,
As tractors became more like racing Zohns said. The goal of a tractor pull, both
Poly Royal may mandate future tractor
machines, it was soon realized that the in the past and today, is to pull the sled as
pull changes.
walk-on sled was not a safe way to add far as possible down a 300-foot track be
“Without Poly Royal, sales would be weight, Zohns said.
fore sled friction or an engine malfunction
down and we couldn’t afford to pay pro
stops the tractor’s progress.
Adding
weight
to
the
sled
meant
it
fessional pullers, so we may have use
would
have
to
be
redesigned.
In
1971,
a
stock tractors and a skid pan instead of
‘Those tractor engines are running at
Cal Poly student, as a senior project, built
the super modified tractors,” Drake said.
about
7,000 RPMs, compared to a car
a safer sled, which is similar to the ones
Tractor pulls are now quite different now used in professional tractor pull com driving down the highway, which runs at
about 2,500 RPMs,” he said.
from when the sport was introduced in the petitions.
West at the 1971 Poly Royal. James BerEngines and transmissions generally
The new sleds have a moving
mann, a Cal Poly agricultural engineering
don’t
blow up or seize because the people
professor, saw a tractor pull at Michigan counterweight or weight box that slides to
who
race
in tractor pulls are professional
State in 1970 and brought the tractor pull the front of the sled from the back as the
mechanics
who know how to build racing
sled is pulled, Zohns said.
idea to Cal Poly.
machines, he said.
As the weight moves forward, more and
As the sport developed, the farm trac
“An engine will throw a (push) rod
tors led the way for super-modified racing more weight is put on the front of the sled,
macines and the realization that the walk and it becomes harder to pull since the sometimes, but these guys build the
engines and transmissions so they can
front of the sled digs into the track.
on sled was not very safe, Zohns said.
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Tractor pull contestants won a $200
prize for placing first, second or third,
Zohns said.
The amount of the prize is based on
ticket sales, and without the draw of Poly
Royal, Zohns said he predicts attendance
at the event in the years to come will be
less and, consequently, so will be the
dollar value of the prizes awarded to the
winners.
But Zohns said he is optimistic about
the tractor pull’s future.
‘There were 30 participants this year,
and many would come back next year just
to support the cause, preserve the sport,
to compete and just to have fun,” he said.

The Craft Center is
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“We donated half of our net profit of
$1,380 to help cure muscular dystrophy,”
he said. ‘The rest of the money goes
toward three scholarships of $500 each for
agriculture engineering students.”
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handle the high stress levels (of the
event),” Zohns said.
Profits from this year’s tractor pull
went to good causes, he said.
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Health department approves
resident use of recycled water
System users should avoid us
ing detergents with bleach in the
Stalt Writer
name, and bleaches, softeners
and detergents with chlorine,
The San Luis Obispo County
borax or boron. There are soaps
Health Department last month
s p e c ia lly fo r m u la t e d for
approved the use of greywater to
greywater systems.
help combat drought conditions
The water should only be used
in the county.
for the irrigation of fruit trees,
Greywater is defined by the
groundcovers, ornamental trees
department as used water from
and shrubs, said Ron Munds,
tubs or showers, wa shing
water conservaion coordinator. It
machines and bathroom sinks.
should not be used for vegetable
The water cannot contain toilet
discharge or infectious, con gardens, lawns or washing hard
taminated or unhealthy bodily surfaces.
w a s te , a c c o r d i n g to the
“Used properly, greywater can
greywater guideline booklet help residents conserve potable
issued by the County Health water,” Munds said. “Someone
Department.
can save about 40 gallons of
A greywater system is made of water using the washing machine
piping that carries the used system by diverting the water to
water to a tank holding 45 to 55 their plants.”
gallons. This tank temporarily
The washing machine system
holds large drain flows from is the easiest and cheapest type
washing machines and bathtubs, to install. Several local plumbing
and is connected to an irrigation stores carry all or most of the
parts needed for this type of
distribution system.
greywater
system and are
As this water source is un
knowledgenble
about system
filtered, it has the potential of
being contaminated. Therefore, it designs and installation.
San Luis Plumbing installs
is necessary to e>..ercise caution
in installing and maintaining these systems every day for city
greywater systems, according to residents. One employee said
that with a special filter, the
the county booklet.
Once a system is in use, resi water could be clean enough to
dents must be careful about what use on lawns.
However, Tim Mazzacano,
kinds of products are used in the
water that drains into the director of the Environmental
Health Department, disagreed.
system.

“ Greywater contains many
impurities,” Mazzacano said. “A
filter cannot guarantee cleaning
the water enough to be safe to
use on lawns.”

By Tina M. Ramos

0

The Health D e p a r t m e n t
booklet states that the safest
greywater irrigation system is
the mini-leachfield system. It
keeps the water underground,
allows no human exposure to
bacteria and is resistant to clog
ging.
Although this system is not a
new one, it is being evaluated by
Santa Barbara County at a small
number of sites for the problems
which may arise when the rains
finally come.
“ The r a in s can c a u se
greywater to accumulate on the
surface and create a health
hazard,” Mazzacano said. “Of
ficials are looking at the stand
point of what will happen to the
unused greywater.”
Although many city residents
have installed greywater systems
in their homes, the systems have
been considered illegal until now,
said Hal Hannula, a city building
permit coordinator.
‘The County Health Depart
ment became involved because of
the health risks involved in such
See GREYWATER, page 10

shape up and save

NOW AT CALENDAR GIRL

Local car washes find
water crunch profitable
By Anthony Moir
staff Writor
Persistent drought condi
tions on the Central Coast
have caused more and more
people to use a car wash rather
than washing their cars
themselves in order to avoid
water overuse penalties.
Both Sunset North and
Crystal Clean car washes in
San Luis Obispo have seen an
increase in the number of
customers in the last few
years.
Sunset North car wash
owner Rick Ramirez said he
attributes the increase in
patrons to a remodeling of his
business and to the drought.
He said his business has been
washing more cars that would
normally be washed by their
owners as a result of water rate
increases.
But car washes also have
had to deal with the water
crunch. Current city water ra
tioning guidelines require car
washes to cut water use by 25
percent of their average usage
in 1987. And on June 1, the ci
ty increased water rates 30
percent and asked that car
washes try to cut their usage
to 35 percent of the base year.
Sunset North car wash has

TRIAL
From page 3
means he probably was not hav-
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worked with the city to have
its water allotment adjusted
because of slow business in
1987 before Ramirez took over
and started the remodeling.
Sunset North’s current allot
ment is now based on the
allotment of its competitor.
Crystal Clean.
‘T o me, water’s worth more
than oil now,” Ramirez said. “I
don’t waste a drop.”
Ramirez said Sunset North
has cut its base usage by 50 to
75 percent. The water-saving
changes it has made include;
the in sta ll at ion o f high
pressure nozzles, a canal to
reclaim water to be recycled
(water is recycled three to four
times and is used in all stages
of the wash except for the final
rinse) and a portable toilet for
employee use.
Crystal Clean also has cut
water usage dramatically by
recycling 80 to 85 percent of
its water, said Todd Allison,
the assistant manager for
Crystal Clean. He said in
stallation of water-saving noz
zles on rinsing sprayers has
helped.
In spite of the current water
shortage, washing a car at
home is not illegal. But if
water is running down the
See CAR WASH, page 12

Professional
Suppliers o f Foreign
Car Parts and
A ccessories

543-9557
350 Higuera
(across from Ben
Franklin’s)

h

Sophie is the only
one sleeping here!

ing academic difficulties.
Favre had no contact with
children through the master’s
program, Busselen said.
As far as he knows, Busselen
said there is no way o f determin
ing whether or not someone is a
potential child molester.
‘There are no real indications
I’m aware of that can discern
this through verbal or oral
testing,” he said.
After students complete the
master’s program in counseling,
Busselen said, they must have
their fingerprints taken before
they can become licensed by the
state as counselors.
Because most child molesters
commit the crime again, finger
printing could help weed out
potential offenders, but only if
they were convicted previously,
he said.
“Exactly why people com
mence molesting children, we
really have no idea,” Busselen
said.
~ M arian n e B ia so tti a lso c o n 
trib u ted to th is a r tic le .
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Medieval England comes
alive this weekend during
SLO County annual faire
Molly Cox

Renaissance history.
“Five hundred years ago it was very
The Queen o f England will visit the prestigious for the queen to visit your own
Central Coast this weekend. The village,” Smith said. “Most people never
townspeople of Donneybrook-Upon-the- traveled more than three miles from their
Thames are preparing for the arrival of homes.”
Smith said that when the queen visited,
Queen Elizabeth I and her court.
townspeople
had to move out of their own
Donneybrook is in El Chorro Regional
Park, between San Luis Obispo and Morro homes to make room for the queen and her
Bay on Highway 1, and the occasion is the hired help consisting of about 300 people.
Sixth Annual Central Coast Renaissance Entertainment was performed to please
Faire this Saturday and Sunday.
the queen and merchants supplied goods
Since January, members of the Central and services.
Coast Renaissance Historical Society have
“In Donneybrook, 140 booths will be
been working on an authentic recreation of selling crafts, food and drinks — all of
an Elizabethan country faire from the year which theoretically existed during the
1565, according to Renaissance Festival Renaissance period,” Smith said.
Local villagers will celebrate the spirit of England
boardmember Rick Smith. The village
Actors, musicians and dancers will per Donnybrook-Upon-the-Thames this weekend.
features more than 600 costumed enter form continuously each day. Smith said
tainers, who will bring the fantasy to life, the Renaissance Festival is a place where having a booth at the festival. Hospice has
portraying every level of society from people will feel as if they stepped back into a beer booth which makes a major portion
of their budget.”
England 500 years ago.
peasantry to nobility.
The
Festival
will
cost
between
$30,000
Throughout the year, members of the
“It is amazing that these people don’t
Renaissance
Historical Society voluntarily
even know each other and are able to and $40,000 and is mainly financed
teach
Renaissance
educationsd programs
create the fantasy that is totally through the entrance fees, Smith said.
‘The festival is the only thing we do to at schools. They also are involved in
unrehearsed," Smith said.
Throughout the day, visitors will be make money for our yearly budget," he community events and take part in
parades and festivals.
greeted by wandering musicians, jugglers said.
Any group or organization is welcome to
“Many people still don’t know what
and street characters while colorful
have a booth at the festival, Smith said, we’re all about,” Smith said. “They have
parades pass through the village streets.
the image that we’re a bunch of low class
The scheduled highlight of the day will and many make a lot o f money this way.
“We have had a hard time getting Cal hippies.”
be a visit by Queen Elizabeth and her
Last year about 10,000 people attented
court. Smith said that the faire is held to Poly students involved,” Smith said. “Cal
educa te peop le ab ou t a part o f Poly clubs could make a lot of money by the event, and this year the society hopes

SlaH Writer

Contrasting art styles
featured in Galerie show
By Mara Wildfeuer
Sla« Wrilef_____________________________________

Two artists frorn the local
community are exhibiting their
works in a University Union
Galerie show that includes oil
paintings and charcoal drawings.
The works o f Mark Beck and
Valan form the “Double Solo”
exhibition that opened last
month. Galerie Director Jeanne
LaBarbera said last week the
idea of combining two different
artists’ works came to her when

Optofnetric Services of San Luis Obispo

David A. Schultz, O.D.
Contact Lenses and Unique Eyewear
7 7 8 M a r s h S t r e e t , SLO

the event will attract about 12,000 people.
Childcare will be provided and four
shuttle buses will be available for elderly
and handicapped this year.
“It is an event for all ages,” Smith said.
‘There is so much to do ■— from pony
rides, to real sword ba tt le s , to
Shakespearean plays.”
□ The Central Coast Renaissance Festival
will he open from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on
Saturday and Sunday. Adult admission is
$5, seniors and children ages 6-12 are $3,
and children under 6 are free.

MURRAY STREET STATION

she saw Beck’s paintings.
“Valan had talked to me two
years ago about doing a show,”
LaBarbera said. “When I saw
Mark Beck’s house series, I
thought of Valan and what a
great combination the two would
make.”
Beck has a distinct spare style
which contrasts greatly with
Valan’s curves and focus on the
human body, she said.
LaBarbera said she considers
the exhibition to be two separate
See ART SHOW, page U
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• Self-Service Macintosh Rentals
• MUCH MORE!

158 Higuera Street • San Luis Obispo. CA • (805) 546-0704 • FAX (805) 546-0834
Hours: M-F 8:30 - 6:00 • Sat. 10- 2

158 Higuera S tr e e t
San Luis Obispo
546-0704
Hours: M-F 8:30 - 6:00
Sat. 1 0 - 2
Expires: 9/30/90

10% OFF Macintosh
Self Serve Rental
Our Macintosh SE's are set up with Pagemaker 3.02,
MaeWrite, Microsoft Word 4.0. Superpaint, a n d M acDraw.

aiptiagraphiaa'
Printshops O f The Future

158 Higuera Street
San Luis Obispo
546-0704
Hours: M-F 8:30 - 6:00
Sat. 10 - 2
Expires: 9/30/90

100 Free Copies
with the purchase
of 100 Copies
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Bulimia: More than just an eating disorder
Former student
talks about the
disease’s effects
By Karla Hale
S titl Wrll«f

“I will die if 1 keep on the way
I am going. Part of me is already
damaged and is dying,” a former
Cal Poly student said Sunday. “I
feel it everyday when I wake up
in the morning. I can barely even
crawl out of bed. My whole body
aches and I am tired. When I get
going, I get my coffee and then it
is like a false energetic level that
I have throughout the day.”
Robin Merritt, a 5-foot-5-inch,
100-pound former Cal Poly stu
dent, suffers from bulimia. She
said she agreed to talk to the
Mustang in hopes that someone
will benefit from knowing her
story and be able to avoid some
of the pain she has suffered as a
result of this disease.
A bulimic person allows food to
become an addiction, a replace
ment for everything the person
really needs in life, including
friends and love, Merritt said.
She said she first began to

associate acceptance with being
thin in the sixth grade.
T he d i s e a s e p r o g r e s s e d
through junior high, and by the
time Merritt was about 15 she
became obsessed with running
and dieting. She said she believes
her mother’s dieting and belong
ing to health clubs reinforced
this diet mentality that she was
developing.
<S C C / A T » 1 O 4 - / \
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“I always wanted to be in con
trol,” Merritt said. ‘1 did not
want to listen to any magazine or
fad diet, so I made up my own
diet and got down to 103
pounds.”
After losing the weight, she
said she rigidly controlled her
eating habits by setting up
weekly eating schedules and
sticking to them.
‘Then I really started to focus
on the disease. My sister gained
weight in college and 1 was
ultra-paranoid that I would gain
weight too,” she said. ”1 think
that I had a distorted perception
of not being accepted if I got fat
and it got really scary.”
After Merritt came to Cal Poly,
she lost all control over the
disease, although her family and
friends were still unaware of the

problem, she said.
She started binging, or eating
excessive amounts of calories
over short periods of time. In the
beginning Merritt said she would
binge and then starve herself so
that she would not gain weight.
The binging accelerated to the
point where she could not force
herself to starve anymore, so she
binged all the time and gained a
large amount of weight.
/ > o r » i / l

“I was depressed. I did not
want to go out and be with peo
ple because I felt ugly and fat,”
she said. “I thought about my
disease all the time. Every day
was the last binge. I would tell
myself this is the last binge;
tomorrow I am going to stop.
Then tomorrow would come, and
I could not stop, so the cycle
continued.”
When a special social event
would come up, Merritt would
get back into the dieting stage
again. She said although she en
joyed the compliments about
how good she looked, those com
pliments scared her because she
wondered how long she could
maintain her weight.
Over the three years she at
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tended Cal Poly, her weight fluc
tuated between 105 and 160
pounds.
“It was very stressful emo

tionally, and I got to the point
where I could not even focus on
my school work,” Merritt said.
See M ERRITT, page 11
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Counseling groups can he
effective to fight bulimia
There are many people who
suffer from eating disorders in
our society. Although a lot of
research has been done in the
past decade, these disorders are
still not fully understood.
‘The essential features o f
bulimia are episodic binge eating
accompanied by an awareness
that the eating pattern is ab
normal, fear of not being able to
stop eating voluntarily, and
depressed mood and selfdeprecating thoughts following
the eating binges,” according to
the A m e r i c a n P s y c h i a t r i c
Association’s Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual (DSM III).
“Bulimic episodes are not due to

anorexia nervosa or any known
physical disorder.”
“Bulimia is a real inappropri
ate way o f dealing with life
stresses,” Joan Cirone, a nurse
practioner at the Cal Poly Health
Center, said Monday.
Assertive training groups and
interpersonal groups are often
helpful, she said. In regard to
couseling, she said that students
should not feel like they have to
stay in one particular group just
because they started with that
one. Each person is an individual
and different things work for dif
ferent people.
It is very hard to know the ex
act number o f people who suffer
from bulimia, Cirone said. Some
studies show that as much as
See BULIMIA, page 11

greywater guideline booklet.
A plumbing permit is required
for any greywater system that
causes changes to the original
plumbing ^stem , Hannula said.
For approval, two copies o f the
plot plan indicating the location
of the fixtures to be included in
the system and the area o f

greywater distribution are need
ed. So far, no one has come in
with a plan for a greywater
system, Hannula said.
All new systems and any
modifications to existing plumb
ing for utilization with greywater
should comply with the city
plumbing code.

By Karla Hale
Sla« Wrilar

GREYWATER
From page 8
systems,” Hannula said. “They
(the Health Department) wanted
to set legal guidelines to limit
which type of water could be us
ed.”
All systems must first be ap
proved by the city Planning
Department, according to the

TAKE THE TAXI
for 8,191
different
pizzas.

Star Kist
Chunk Light Tuna
299

FAST,
FREE
DELIVERY

^ 1 9

4 - 1 1 p.m.

In Water or Oil
6.1 Ounce Can

Kraft American Singles
Country Hearth IV2 Lb. Bread
Swiss Miss Ihiddings
Yoplait Light Yogurt
© Citrus Hill Select Orange Juice
V\'rapf)e(l (.'heesi* Food-16 Ounce Pat:kafte

White or Wheat-Egg Sesame, Potato or 7-Grain

Selec ted Flavors-4 Pack/16 Ounce Package

Selected Flovors-6 (,)unce Qmtainer

545-T A X I

^ 1 9

.50

.55

AVILA
From page 5
Chandler said he thinks this
may be because many people
would rather drive their cars.
The route will make three
round trips a day on weekends
and holidays. It will begin at
Vista Grande Restaurant on
campus, and will leave at 10:11
a.m. The last departure from the
beach will be 4:25 p.m.
The cost to non-students will
be 50 cents each way, and Cal
Poly students can ride free with
valid student identification. The
bus will loop through downtown,
stopping on the comer o f Palm
Street across from the library.
The ride to Avila will last about
50 minutes and will drop off
riders at Port San Luis pier and
the parking lot across from the
beach.
The bus route to Avila, will
cost county taxpayers $13,000
for the six-month trial period,
Randise said.

Petra - beyond belief

2 8 9

Regular or Plus Calcium-64 Ounce Container

I

General Mills
Cheerios
Cereal
I
I
15 Ounce Box
N o. 839

I

I EffecUve July 11 thruJuly 17, 1990

Coupon For Family.
Redeemable Only at Vans.
I IJmJt 1

P !
F ¡
£J

$1

50
OFF

CD or Cassette
-k

At Last!
A Self care nail system that
actually tx)nds to your own
nails keeping them strong and
looking natural.

I

r l - j

‘ EASY

LE

PRICES EFFECTIVE 6 A.M. |ULY 11 THRU MIDNIGHT |UIY 17,1990.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES.

-k

‘ SAFE

‘ LONG LASTING
For Free Demonstration Call

^VONS
The store that worksfor you.

(80S) 544-3376

Sandy Tuttle
Independent Lume"
Consultant
j

673 Higuera

Downtown SLO

543-6146

offer expires 7119190
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MERRITT
I-'rom page 10
**I became suicidal and realized
^h at I had to do something, so I
Ibropped out of school and went
^ o m e to go to therapy.”
Merritt said she made the
lecision to get help in dealing
nth this disease in 1986 after
she left Cal Poly, but the
recovery stage of her disease has
Ibeen very long and painful. She
|is still not fully recovered but
¡wants to be sure that people
(know it is possible to recover
Ifrom this disease and it does not
[always take so long — especially
[if they get help in the early
¡stages of the disease.
‘Therapy was a lot of work
jecause we were bringing up all
these things that I just did not
want to deal with, and I was not
[getting thinner, so I gave up,”
Jshe said. “However, therapy was
ilwhere I started, and I do not
»know where I would be today if I
|had not started there.
Merritt said that those who
[care about someone who may
{have an eating disorder should

“It is a real touchy situation
with someone who is not ready to
admit they have a problem,” she
said. ‘The first step for someone
on the outside is not to try to fix
the person. That is the worst
thing you can do. It is an inva
sion. If they do not want to be
fixed, you are not going to fix
them.
“Let her know that you are
always available to listen, that
you will go with her to a thera
pist if she wants to talk to a pro
fessional and is afraid to go
alone, but above all just let her
know you care,” Merritt said.
Merritt has improved a great
deal in past six months. Her
weight is stabilizing around 100
pounds. She is living in the Bay
Area, working full-time and said
she enjoys her family and
friends. She said she will con
tinue to get better by making
small steps forward one day at a
time.

From page 10
one-third of females in this socie
ty between the ages of 17 and 24
suffer from eating disorders.
There is no reason to suspect
that the number of Cal Poly stu
dents with this disease would be
any greater or less than the
average population, Cirone said.
A small percentage of males also
suffer from the disease.
Approximately one-third o f the
people who have bulimia will
stop the behavior, one-third will
stop it but continue to be calorie
conscious and one-third may
never get better, Cirone said.
“ It is important to remember
that people who suffer from
bulimia are not all that different
from the rest of us because we all
want to be loved,” she said.
Cirone said she is available for
initial assessment and referral.
The Cal Poly Counseling Center
can also be contacted. Fall
quarter an eating disorder group
will meet weekly at Cal Poly.
The group is scheduled to
begin the second week of classes
and will be directed by Dr. Lois
Dirkes. Students can contact the
Counseling Center at 756-2511.

,ART SHOW

11

advanced practice from 8 to 9
p.m. For more information, call
541-6043.

BULIMIA
approach that person cautiously
and not insist he or she get help
if the person does not want to at
this time.
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Short Takes
C’mon and dance
Western style
Cal Poly’s Recreation Sports is
offering Western dance classes
this summer. The dances taught
will include: two-step. Western
swing and Western waltz. The
cost is $20 per person for four
weeks. Classes are held in Cal
Poly’s Mustang Lounge on
Tuesdays or Thursdays and are
open to students, faculty, staff
and guests. The Tuesday classes
start Aug. 7. The Thursday
classes start today and again
Aug. 9. Beginners dance from 7
to 8 p.m. and intermediates/

Free classes help
manage stress
The San Luis Obispo Medical
Clinic will be offering a lifestyle
wellness series on managing
stress during the month of
August. The Wednesday classes
on Aug. 1, 8, 15, 22 & 29 will be
held at the San Luis Medical
Clinic (1235 Osos St.) from 6 to 8
p.m. The series is free, and each
class can be taken independently.
For more information and to
register for the series, call 5465841 or 546-5737.

SLO clinic tests
for AIDS, STDs
The County o f San Luis
Obispo Health Department ofSee SHORT TAKES, page 12

P177 Santa Rosa, SLO

Planned Parenthood

of Son Luis Obispo County

From page 9
1one-man shows contained within

'the same gallery, which explains
the name “Double Solo.”
Beck said last week that he is
pleased with the exposure he is
receiving from “Double Solo,”
, b u t he d o e s n o t s h a r e
• LaBarbera’s opinion that con
trast between the art styles
creates a pleasing exhibition.
“There’s two ways of looking
at things,” Beck said. “Our work
is really distracting.”
Valan was unavailable for
' ^comment on the show.
I Response to “Double Solo” has
been g(X)d, LaBarbara said. All
of the artwork is for sale. Beck’s
‘ , oil paintings cost from $4,000 to
^ $5,000, and Valan’s charcoal
'. drawings cost $350.
r Although the U.U. Galerie is a
(non-p rof it or g a n iz a t io n , it
’^receives commissions on any
J piece of art sold, she said.
As of last week, no pieces from
5 ‘Double Solo” had been pur*chased, but people have express¡ed interest, LaBarbera said.

For Confidential, Quality Core

Starting July 2nd ,your friend old SLO
Transit w iii have a new helper /O ld
SLO Trolley.^This new addition to your
transit team w ill be your friend too^,
During business hours, the Trolley w ill
be running around the downtown to
give you a FREE RIDE from where
you'^re parked where you w ant to shop.
Just flag us down and the Trolley w ill
stop for you wherever the driver feels
it^s safe.
PALM ♦ OSOS ♦ HIGOERA ♦ NIPOMO ♦ MARSH

Sexually Transmitted
Disease Testing &
Treatment for
Women & M en
Gynecological Exams
Birth Control
Pregnacy Testing and Counseling
Natural Family Planning Classes

GIVE US A CALL

549-9446

REMEMBER. YOU HAVE fl NEW FRIEND
|D "Double Solo" will be on
[display in the U.U. Galerie
Ithrough July 20.

O ld S.L.O. T rolley

R easonable Fees ■ M edi-Col A ccep ted
VISA ■ M astercard

Classified
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
HEALTH CENTER ROOM 115
MONDAY & FRIDAY 12:10

M ustang Daily
C lassifieds

HAS A C O NVEN IEN T DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U U. INFO DESK.
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM

2
i
3
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♦
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SUMMER
FITNESS

Keep fit this summer with a Rec
Sports Fitness and Leisure pro
gram. Sign up NOW for Aerobics,
Aqua Aerobics, Sign Language. Tae
Kwon Do. Swim Workout, \A/eight
Trainino, Massage, Western or
Social Dance at the Rec Sports Off

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-HR l if e l in e 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
A FRIEND FOR LIFE'

CASH for comics & gaming ilemsSub Comics. Games & Posters
705 Marsh 541-3735
G am es & Com ics- the largest
selection of games for gamers
New comics in every Friday morning
G am es People Play 1060 Broad St.
546-8447

WP.SrProjects.etc,528-5830
CW LAVELLE SECRETARIAL SERV
W P.SR PROJECTS, ETC.528-5030

Opening Sept 4, 1990

OPEN HOUSE

FAST QUALITY SERVICE MACINTOSH -iLASER PRINTER - LAURA-549-8966

Sat. July 1 4 ,1 0 -3
We invite you to attend. 543-7580
1515 FredericksSt San Luis Obispo

G O VER NM ENT JOBSS 16.040-$59 230/yr
Now Hiring. Call 1-605-687-6000
Ext. R -10081 for current federal list
Need extra money’’ Spare time’’
National Marketing firm offers
part time position posting
promotional material on campus.
Call Larry at (800) 592-2121

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Copeland's Sports Distribution
CentO' is now accepting
applications for temporary summer
positions Job duties consist of
lifting boxes pricing inventory
Hrs days 7 3 30 or apply in person
181 Suburban Rd Sam 5pm

Found Keys.Honda and others with
Pouch,on ViaCarte 6/27 am. Turned
into Campus Security

C.W LAVELLE SECRETARIAL SERVICES
UNITED M ETHO DIST CHILDRENS CTR.
Q UALITY PRESC HO O L & CHILDCARE

Excellent part trme )Obs! We are
looking for a few ambitious
students to work on an on-campus
marketing project for ma|or
companies You must be personable
and outgoing. Excellent earnings'
Call Jeanine or Elizabeth K. at
(800) 592-2121

R&R Word Processing RONA 544-2591
Laser Printer/Student Rates/By Appt

I

Autom obtles
1981 D A TSU N 310. runs well.
$1,100 Stew. 544-7566

Roommates

SUMMER SUBLET

HAVE YOUR O W N ROOM-CLOSE TO
POLY-PATIO-SLIDING GLASS DOOR&
CABLETV CALL STAN FOR INFO 544-9168

SUMMER SUBLET
GREAT LOCATION (CLOSE TO POLY)
2 ROOMS AVAIL IN 3 BDRM HOUSE
$225 & $250 NEG HILARY 546-0259
Summer Sublet 125month,in New
Partly furnished APTLRG bedroom
call Martk or Ron at 543-5632

Business
Directory
iS E R iK ^ E S

Rental Housing
3 Bedroom-2 1 '2 Bath CondoNearPoly
$1200/mo-10mo lease starting
Septi Condo w yard to be totally
remodeled this summer-new carpet,
new appliances New cabmels. etc
to see pre remodeled condo
call 543-8370 or leave message
61 BROAD now has shared spots
available in 2bdrm Apts 544-7772
RM IN LGE HSE AVAIL 6 20 $280
ALSO A SUBLET AVAIL $150 CALL
FOR DETAILS ELIZABETH 5446056

Homes for Sale
Close to down town-Victorian home
plus 2 income units-Ig.lot $379,000
Condo-end unit-2bdrm, 1 1 2 bath.
Ig deck plus more' $167,000
ONE LEFT TO RENT

CEDAR CREEK

FURN ISH EDSTUDEN T CONDO
2 bed. 2 bath walk to school
pool, roc room.Avail Sum., Fall,
12 mo lease Best otter 965-1775

W INDOW TINTING Quality 3M Film
at SAN LUIS CU STO M S 543-7878

LIM O U S^ SERVICE
Any Sd^cIs
PACIFIC CO AST LIMOUSINE
SLO 541 -9201 North County 434-1544

STO R AG E
L o t O to s Mini Storage sizes vary
4x10.5x10 6x10 5x6 4x6.etc 528-8118

T Y f^
CO N SH A S O FFICE SUPPLY
TYPING $1.50 PER PAGE 773-5851
Time is passing. Are you’’
Aardvark Editing otters reliable
proofreading, editing and writing
assistance wr all types of pa
pers and projects, quick service,
reasonable rates and the initial
consultation is tree' Call us at
545-9918 from 5 to 9pm'
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stationed throughout California.
In addition to the group in San
Luis Obispo, two other groups of
Soviets have been placed in
Camarillo and San Francisco,
These men, most of them
managers and youth service
leaders in their homeland, are
here to study the conservation
organization in order to imple
ment a similar one in the Soviet
Union, Rochte said.
In August, a group of 30
Americans, including San Luis
Obispo r esi den t and CCC
member Erik Stitt, will go there
to help them set up the organiza
tion.
' The CCC has also conducted
successful international ex
changes like this with Canada
and Great Britain, Rochte said.
“We have the same problems
you have here with the environ
ment and disabled people,” Bon
darenko said. ”We have the op
po r t u n i ty to see how an
organization Oike the CCC) works
from the inside.”
The group arrived in the Unit
ed States July 1 and will be here
until July 25. Whi!e in San Luis
Obispo, the seven Soviets will

work on a variety of tasks
scheduled by the Conservation
Corps that will include learning
about forestry, agriculture and
range management practices at
Cal Poly’s Swanton Ranch in
Santa Cruz.
The Soviet group members,
who range in age from 20 to 32,
are older than the average CCC
member. Members of the CCC
are between 18 and 23 years of
age. Bondarenko said older peo
ple were deliberately picked to
participate because o f the level of
responsibility needed to organize
a similar program in the Soviet
Union.
‘The young come to America
and return, and you never hear
from them again,” he said, “We
wanted people who wanted to
organize programs.”
The members were chosen by
th e C o m m i t t e e o f Y o u t h
Organization, an umbrella
organization o f 60 different
Soviet organizations. The ex
change is a pilot program coor
dinated through the SovietAmerican Youth Sevice, an offbranch of the National Service
Secretariat in Washington, D.C,
“With the success of this pilot

program, we hope to expand to
include other volunteer programs
besides conservation,” Rochte
said.
The group was hard at work
last Thursday installing a new
irrigation system at Del Mar, an
elementary school in Morro Bay.
Crew supervisor Tim Franklin
said the hardest thing so far has
been the language barrier. Only
one of the seven men stationed in
San Luis Obispo speaks English.
“We just show them how it
should be done and let them do
it,” he said.
Crew leader Marybeth Harr
ington agreed the language bar
rier is tough, but she has also
noticed other cultural biases.

F rom p age 11

fers sexually transmitted disease
clinics on Mondays and Fridays
from 8:30 to 11 a.m. and on
Wednesdays from 1 to 3:30 p.m.
at 2191 Johnson Ave. in San
Luis Obispo. The clinic is on a
walk-in basis, and all records re
main confidential. There is a $20
fee per treatment. The Health
Department also offers anony
mous, free AIDS antibody
testing at the same location.
Hours for these clinics are: Mon
days from 1 to 3:30 p.m., Thurs
days from 9 to 11 a.m. and the
second Wednesday o f each
month from 4 to 6 p.m. For more
information about either of these
clinics, call 549-5500.

F rom p a g e 8
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for the most part, car washing
hasn’t been a mf^or problem, he
said.
Local apartment owners have
also felt the water crisis pinch
when it comes to residents
washing their cars on the
premises.
“We do not allow car washing,
and renters do not use the hose
at all, said 'Tim Blair, a manager
for the Mustang Village student
housing complex. “We’ve done
that for a couple o f years.”
Cedar Creek Village has capped

Support group
helps job seekers
The El Chorro Employment
Agency (2040 Broad) in San Luis
Obispo has started a support
group that meets at 6:30 p.m. on
the first and third Mondays of
each month. Participants share
the breakthroughs and frustations associated with a job
search or career change. For
more information, call 544-4858.

“Every time I pick up a tool,
Alexandr (Belyakov) takes it
from me,” she said. “He does not
realize that I should be out here
working too.”

Help offered for Come explore a
substance abuse different reality

Overall, the group said that
they are excited to be in the
United States and in San Luis
Obispo.
“ I would like to see other
places, but what I see so far, I
like,” Dmitri Konobevtsev said.
“I love San Luis Obispo; there
are warm people here.”

French Hospital Medical
Center’s SUMMIT Place (1911
Johnson Ave.) in San Luis
Obispo offers help to those who
have a problem with alcohol or
drugs. A confidential, free initial
appointment with a counselor
can be scheduled to evaluate an
individual’s needs and options.

CAR WASH
street, a warning citation could
be issued by the city, said Bruce
Callaway, water conservation
staff supervisor.
Callaway said he suggests the
use of a bucket and a spray gun
instead of a running hose. He
also said that people should wash
their cars on the lawn, if possible.
“In the last 13 months, 360
people have been cited for water
runoff,” Callaway said.
Most of these citations have
been for faulty sprinklers, and.

For more information, call 5435353, ext. 117 or (800) 323-0075.

A free metaphysical class will
be offered on Monday by
Paulette Claire, director of the
Science of Mind Center in Arroyo
Grande. The class will meet at
the Women’s Club in Arroyo
Grande (211 Vernon Ave.) from 7
to 8:30 p.m. For more informa
tion, call 922-4008.

I've fought fires in
California many years...

off all outside taps and doesn’t
allow car washing. This has been
done for about the past year due
to over-usage fines, said Manager
Serena Paulus.
Car washing at Valencia
Apartments was stopped last
year because o f the current water
crunch.
‘W e have an R.A. that patrols
the area,” said Manager Ron
Odell. “If someone uses the
water (hoses or outlets), they’re
in my office. The second time,
they’re out on the street.”

GROWTH

I

I

i

From page 1
ing the rules to suit their own
needs and were overturning the
voters’ wishes exemplified by the
defeat of the two growth control
measures. Measures A and B, on
the June ballot.
‘This county is dying a slow
and lingering death,” Stober
said. *We need some sort o f plan
to go by. People need to plan
their lives and not live in this
limbo you’ve created.”
Another citizen who spoke
against the ordinance was John
Bunyea, an Atascadero lan
downer. He told the crowd and
the board that he has been
waiting more than eight months
for his permit, and that is long
enough.
“I’m not going to sit and wait;
I ’ ve w a i t e d so l o n g i t ’ s
ridiculous,” Bunyea said. *T’m
going to build with or without a
permit. I don’t care what you do
— send out the sheriff or
whatever.”
He then urged the crowd not to
pay property taxes until this sit
uation is resolved.
The few who did speak in favor
o f the moratorium directed most
criticism toward developers that
are seeking to exploit the coun
ty’s rural areas. They also stated
concern about the existing water
shortage and the possibility of
extensive growth making the the
current local situation even
worse.
The Board o f Supervisors will
meet again on July 19 to discuss
the possibility of establishing a
permanent growth management
plan for San Luis Obispo County.

And I've Learned to save the
most valuable possessions

544-4540
W EIGHT ROOM
** COMPUTER LAB (IBM PC’s & MAC)

<Wd)DSTOCK’S
1 0 1 5 C o u rt S t.

** FREE TUTORING - ALL SUBJECTS
** ALL UTILITIES PAID

541-4420

** FREE MAID SERVICE
** BASKETBALL/VOLLEYBALL COURT

PRETTY FAST. FREE DELIVERY

** HEATED POOL & SAUNAS
** PLANNED ACTIVITIES
** EXCELLENT FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM
•* TV ROOM
** FREE PARKING

1050 FOOTHILL BLVD.

r/

WOODSTOCK’S
LARGE 2 -T O m N G PIZZA

$ 10.77

o n i' c o u p o n p o r p i / / n

go od th ru 9 / 1 0 / 9 0

